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Overview
•  Use of Social Media for Relationship Building!

•  Conversations: Engagement, Stronger Relationships?!

•  What about Lurkers?!

•  Statistical Approach to Gaining Evidence of Engagement!

•  Differences Between Facebook and Twitter for 
Conversations!

•  Summary!



Relationship Building on 
Social Media
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How are social media used by charities?!
What do they produce?!

Awareness?!
Engagement?!

Action?!



Use of Site!
!=!

Perceived Value of Site!



Twitter!
Effective for:!

!
Rapid customer service?!

Interacting with supporters?!
Two-way engagement?!

!
!

Obvious?!



Background: Communication 
By Charities

•  Twitter is largely used for one-way messages!

•  Broadcasting Information!

•  Reluctance to move away from this type of behaviour!

Richard D. Waters, Jia Y. Jamal, Tweet, tweet, tweet: A content analysis of nonprofit organizations’ Twitter updates, Public Relations Review, Volume 37, Issue 3, September 2011, Pages 321-324, ISSN 0363-8111, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pubrev.2011.03.002.

Lovejoy, K. and Saxton, G. D. (2012), Information, Community, and Action: How Nonprofit Organizations Use Social Media. Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication, 17: 337–353. doi: 10.1111/j.1083-6101.2012.01576.x 



Background: Essentials

•  Interactivity!!

•  A lack this can potentially turn supporters away!
•  Waters, R.D., Burnett, E., Lamm, A., Lucas, J.: Engaging stakeholders through social networking: How 

nonprofit organizations are using facebook. Public Relations Review 35(2), 102–106 (Jun 2009)!

•  While evidence of it can increase trust with the 
audience!
•  Jo, S., Kim, Y.: The effect of web characteristics on relationship building. Journal of Public Relations 

Research 15(3), 199–223 (2003) !
!



Background: Intentions

•  Previous study: Interviewed members of staff working 
on social media at 5 UK charities to elicit reasons for 
using them!

•  Main aim to develop relationships!

•  Favoured Facebook for this!

!

Phethean, C., Tiropanis, T., Harris, L.: Rethinking measurements of social media use by charities: A mixed methods approach. In: Web Science 2013. 
ACM, Paris, France (May 2013) !
!



Interaction in Online 
Communities

•  The 1% rule states that 
90% of an online 
community are lurkers 
who contribute no new 
content.!

90%!

9%!

1%!

Lurkers Contributors Creators



•  Low proportions of an audience will interact!

•  BUT charity needs to show interactivity, which 
needs activity from both sides!

•  Charities want to use Social Media for relationship 
building!

•  BUT don’t use services like Twitter in ways that will 
help!

Is there any chance for 
success?



Aim of Paper

•  Investigate social media services to find evidence of 
‘relationships’!

•  How do conversation chains form on each site and 
how does this differ?!



Approach

•  6-months worth of data from Facebook and Twitter 
collected for 7 UK-based charities!

•  Diabetes UK, The Dogs Trust, Help for Heroes, Jeans 
for Genes, The Woodland Trust, The National Trust, 
Wessex Heartbeat!

•  June - December 2013!



Approach: 
Facebook

•  Data collected 
retrospectively using 
Facebook Graph API 
and FQL!

•  Every post on the 
charity’s page 
during the time 
period, along with 
every associated 
comment!



Approach: 
Twitter

•  Data harvested using 
Southampton’s Tweet Harvester!

•  Search term based!

•  Every tweet sent by, mentioning 
or in reply to the charity!

•  Arranged in to conversation 
chains following approach in 
Cogan et al (2012)!

Peter Cogan, Matthew Andrews, Milan Bradonjic, W. Sean Kennedy, Alessandra Sala, and Gabriel Tucci. 2012. Reconstruction and analysis of Twitter conversation graphs. In Proceedings of the First ACM International Workshop on Hot Topics on Interdisciplinary Social Networks Research (HotSocial '12). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 25-31!

Iterative root finder algorithm from 
Cogan et al (2012)!



Analysing Commenters

H1a: Engaging supporters for each charity will post 
significantly more comments on one of Facebook or 
Twitter than the other.!

!

!

	


Wilcoxon Signed Rank: !

z=-2.366, p<0.05, r=-0.63!

Significant difference between 
the two sites: users on Twitter 
posted more times during the 
study. !



Analysing Posts
H2a: There is a significant difference between the number of comments 
per supporter on charities’ posts on Facebook and Twitter. !

•  Comments per post per like (or follower) of the charity!

•  Facebook consistently higher: z=-2.366, p<0.05, r=-0.63!

H2b There is a significant difference between the number of supporters 
who comment on the charities’ posts on Facebook and Twitter. !

•   Commenters per like (or follower) of the charity!

•  Facebook consistently higher: z=-2.366, p<0.05, r=-0.63!



Post Formats
H3a On each site, posts containing pictures will on average produce more 
comments than any other post format. !

•  Response Index!

•  Z-scores: Comments/post, commenters/post!

Facebook!

Twitter!



Top Posts

•  5 most replied to posts for each charity on each 
network analysed qualitatively!

•  Facebook: Informal questions, Promoting a 
competition!

•  Twitter: Informal questions, Informational messages!



Unsupported Hypothesis
H1b: If engagement is related to the overall popularity of the 
charity, then charities with more engaged supporters on 
Facebook will also have more engaged supporters on Twitter. !

!

No correlation between engagement indexes for each site!

Charities with an engaged audience on one site did not 
necessarily have the same level of engagement on the other.!

This probably means that what they are doing on one site is 
‘working’ particularly well.!



Summary



Summary

•  Twitter:  More comments per 
interacting supporter!
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Summary

•  Twitter:  More comments per 
interacting supporter!

•  Facebook: More comments 
per supporter!

•  Facebook: More commenters 
per supporter!



Summary

•  Evidence that Facebook and Twitter both accommodate 
engagement through conversation!

•  Therefore they may be suitable for charities to utilise for 
relationship building!

•  But this occurs in different ways!

•  Twitter: Spontaneous, unsolicited conversations between 
supporters!

•  Facebook: Conversations in response to the organisation!



Possible Explanation
•  Twitter Search API!

•  ALL messages mentioning charity!

•  Facebook!

•  Only messages on charity’s page!

•  However, this disparity also reflects a major advantage of 
using Twitter to discover ‘satellite’ conversations about the 
organisation!



Possible Explanation

•  Charities don’t see Twitter as a channel for relationship 
building (as much as they do with Facebook)!

•  For awareness generating and spreading information, 
there would be fewer responses!

•  <14% of tweets contained pictures, compared to 
nearly 76% of posts on Facebook !

•  But informal questions still received high amounts of 
responses!



Limitations

•  Small sample size (7 charities, all UK-based)!

•  Limited qualitative analysis - need to discover what is 
being discussed!



Summary: Suggestions

•  Facebook: more suitable for generating relevant 
discussions with the supporter base!

•  Twitter: potential value for finding satellite discussions 
about the charity and then supporting/amplifying these!

•  Pictures should be used on both sites in order to 
stimulate responses!
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